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BlockPy: An Open Access Data-Science Environment for Introductory Programmers

Austin Cory Bart, Javier Tibau, Eli Tilevich, Clifford A. Shaffer, and Dennis Kafura, Virginia Tech

Non-computer science majors often struggle to find relevance in traditional computing curricula that tend to emphasize abstract concepts, focus on nonpractical entertainment, or rely on decontextualized settings. BlockPy, a web-based, open access Python programming environment, supports introductory programmers in a data-science context through a dual block/text programming view.

As computing becomes pervasive across all fields, professionals increasingly need to learn computing skills in addition to their core domain knowledge. General-education computing curricula at the collegiate level (for example, courses in computational thinking) are scaling, massive open online courses are flourishing, and many professionals and students are pursuing informal learning experiences on their own. However, many learners often have little experience with computing and are uncertain as to how computing benefits their long-term career goals. Not only do learners need special scaffolding unique to their abilities and motivational levels, but they also need fewer barriers to accessing these materials. We propose a new tool to better serve this population: BlockPy, an open access, web-based Python environment for data science that supports introductory learners with guided instruction and an accessible interface (www.blockpy.com).

Modern approaches to contextualizing introductory courses have focused on making the experience fun and interesting, with an emphasis on game design and media computation. However, student motivation is a complex...
Students often study the impacts of data science as a learning context. In a previous work, we reported on the affordances and motivating context that can appeal to students in a different way, thanks to the widespread need for data processing in other majors. In a previous work, we reported on the affordances and impacts of data science as a learning context. Students often study computing to learn how to manage the dizzying quantities of data being stored and analyzed in a discipline or for a specific self-derived project. By grounding the content in this context, students can be more easily convinced of computing’s relevance and more clearly understand how the materials fit together. By aligning the context with students’ long-term needs, students learn skills that are more relevant to those needs. Finally, data science as a context naturally lends itself to teaching topics related to structured data, iteration, and other core material, making it pedagogically valuable to computer science instructors.

**PYTHON AND BLOCKS**

Python has become one of the most popular introductory programming languages because of its simple syntax and impressive power. It includes strong support for data science, as seen with popular libraries like Matplotlib. Python requires little code to accomplish interesting things, so novices are not bogged down with complex syntactical details. Its widespread use in introductory classes and industry further motivated our choice to focus on Python.

Any kind of programming is a challenge to beginners, as coding is known as the “most powerful, but least usable human–computer interface ever invented.” Block-based languages (such as Scratch and AppInventor) have been shown to mitigate the start-up time for students to begin programming and accomplish tasks. By providing structure and an immediate view of the entire user interface of a language, blocks greatly benefit introductory learners.

There are several environments available today that let students and instructors write Python in the browser, including CodeSkulptor, Pythy, and Online Python Tutor (OPT). BlockPy stands on the shoulders of giants, integrating features inspired by these environments and introducing novel ones. But none of these existing Python environments helps students with the transition to textual programming languages.

BlockPy was designed to provide dual support for block-based and text-based code authoring. At any time, students can switch freely between a block-based view of their code and a traditional text-based view. This powerful feature is inspired by Pencil Code, which uses its own Logo language. Similar implementations have been successful as a fading scaffold for students.

BlockPy extends Pythy’s support for “assignments”—problems that integrate presentation with assessment. However, Pythy only supports traditional unit testing to provide students with feedback, while BlockPy provides an API for code analysis and free-form text guidance that instructors can configure to give helpful suggestions to their students. Furthermore, Pythy has limited support for data science, whereas BlockPy has a rich library of data sources and a Matplotlib-based plotting API.

CodeSkulptor, Pythy, and BlockPy all use the same internal engine for running Python code (Skulpt). Although CodeSkulptor has an extensive API for creating user interfaces and games, it provides a nonstandard library that does not aid in the transition to serious programming environments. BlockPy’s philosophy is to maintain approximate compatibility with real systems. Instead of a custom plotting API, for instance, BlockPy mimics the Matplotlib interface.

OPT has proven to be a useful tool for visualizing program state. However, it provides a depth of detail that can overwhelm introductory students (for example, it uses terminology such as frames and objects, which might be foreign to beginners). BlockPy’s state explorer does not attempt to match OPT’s thoroughness, but instead provides a helpful yet simple picture of program state. Additionally, BlockPy avoids OPT’s server dependency by relying on Skulpt, which runs in the browser.

**BLOCKPY OVERVIEW**

The primary design goals of BlockPy are to

- reduce barriers to learning programming;
- promote authenticity by empowering students to solve real-world problems;
- promote maturity by faded scaffolds (for example, transitioning from blocks to text); and
- minimize the need for help from human instructors.

**Open source, open access**

BlockPy aims to be a highly accessible, web-based platform for anyone to learn
how to program. All code is open source and leverages a number of open source libraries. No registration is needed to use the software, although users can gain benefits from free registration, such as managing classrooms. BlockPy also provides guided learning materials to be shared by educators.

The BlockPy editor (see Figure 1) continuously stores user code as it is entered. Logs are stored at the keystroke level for future program analysis, which we will describe later. The latest version of the user’s code is therefore available between sessions. When operating in offline mode, the code is stored in the LocalStorage browser object; when the connection is reestablished, synchronization is performed.

**Python execution**

The BlockPy system is built to work offline, making it ideal for places where Internet connectivity is unreliable. Code execution is achieved through a modified instance of the Skulpt JavaScript library. Skulpt is a full Python parser and compiler, supporting almost all Python language features by generating JavaScript code—including partial support for the rich Python standard library. The Skulpt execution environment resides entirely within users’ browsers, so there is no reliance on an external server beyond the initial page load.

**Block-based Python**

To support introductory learners as they grapple with Python syntax, the initial BlockPy interface is block-based and uses the popular Blockly JavaScript library. Language features (iteration, decision, variable assignment and access, and so on) are contained in a toolbox on the left side of the interface, from which users drag and drop blocks onto a canvas. BlockPy’s block interface only generates syntactically valid Python code, enforced by the “snapping” connectors of the blocks (although it is possible to generate semantically incorrect code, which will be discussed later). This block interface is synchronized with a text interface.

An important question for a block-based representation of Python is how many language details should be exposed and at what rate. A rarely used feature of for loops in Python is to contain an else clause that is executed upon successful completion of the loop (that is, when it is not prematurely escaped using a break statement). This advanced language feature is similar to a finally statement with exceptions. However, if an else clause were made available to those just starting out with iteration, they would likely confuse the concept with the conditional else clause used in if statements. Cognitive load is harsh for beginners, and the user interface should avoid exposing unnecessary details where possible.

While hiding else bodies in a for loop is a clear case, there are subtler examples. It can be difficult to recognize when a learner is ready to use parallel assignment and therefore should be able to specify multiple variables on the left side of an assignment block. A block-based language forces teachers to make important decisions about how to expose language features. For future BlockPy work, we are experimenting with exposing language features at different rates, which can be adjusted by the instructor, so the system can expose students to a progressively more accurate language model.

**Adaptive guided practice**

One of BlockPy’s most powerful features is its interactive guided feedback. A limitation of programming environments like Snap! is that they are not pedagogically interactive—students...
completing an assignment in the system are not guided to success. The learner must decide when they have completed their program, and whether it meets the specification. For independent informal learners, this requires high levels of self-regulation and metacognition. BlockPy’s adaptive elements follow an Expert model; when students run their code, it is checked against instructor-provided logic. If students’ code fails for some reason, they are offered a suggestion. If the code is correct, the system presents a green “Complete” mark, which has been found to have motivating power.

In BlockPy’s instructor mode, teachers provide a problem instance. First, a WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) rich-text editor edits the problem description, supporting any valid HTML content (such as images and links). Second, the instructor provides code in special canvases that affect students’ experience, using the same text/block interface that students use. First is the starting code, which is shown to students when they begin the problem (to avoid a blank canvas). The second instructor code defines interactive feedback, which can access students’ code, their final output, and a complete trace of their program’s state. The checking system can declare the code to be correct or display an HTML string that is rendered as user feedback. The instructor is free to write whatever logic they want, such as searching for a specific abstract syntax tree (AST) element, testing the outputs on the console, or walking through the program state to satisfy invariants. An API for common checks is evolving based on common use cases, such as parsing the program’s AST to ensure that they are not calling forbidden built-in Python functions.

We are also exploring interventions for instructors beyond rendering textual feedback, such as displaying a pop-up dialog with an embedded instructional video or alerting an instructor to provide just-in-time instruction to a particular struggling student. In addition, we are experimenting with a new system for modeling students’ misconceptions related to programming in an effort to provide better guidance that is tuned to students’ specific mistakes.

Program analysis for deeper learning
BlockPy uses simple program analysis techniques to find both general mistakes that novices tend to make and problem-specific errors. Beginners often fail to understand the true purpose of certain variables and incorrectly include them in their code by mimicking an example, but BlockPy can identify these variables and raise an error by performing simple variable liveness analyses. Most modern editors feature this kind of analysis, but usually trust that the user has a reason for adding the variable and thus respond passively.

Because BlockPy securely records the history of users’ programs and logs interface interactions, it can mine this repository of code to infer common patterns that suggest undesirable learner behavior. For example, users who frequently move the same blocks without progressing in the problem objectives might indicate taking longer on the problem than other users. Alternatively, students who pick a decision block to complete a problem about iteration might need extra attention. By proving or disproving such hypotheses, we can improve the system’s automatic feedback and provide more individualized support.

BlockPy is a highly accessible, web-based platform for anyone to learn how to program.

Learning Technology Interoperability
BlockPy supports the Learning Technology Interoperability (LTI) protocol—a mechanism by which instructors can embed questions in their existing course management software (such as Canvas and OpenEdX) and receive assignment outcomes (such as a grade). A typical learner uses BlockPy without ever being aware of LTI. Instructors using the system obtains a secret key and configuration URL that is used within their learning management system (LMS). Students on a course website might use BlockPy without registering for a BlockPy account: the first time they log in through their LMS’s provided link, they are invisibly registered in the system with a regular account through additional information from the LMS. As students complete work, assignment progress is reported back to the LMS. Instructors use a special
interactive menu for managing exercises associated with a course.

**Data science blocks**

BlockPy focuses on data science as its primary context, so it includes blocks for working with data. BlockPy supports a subset of the popular MatPlotLib library and extends it with connections to the CORGIS (Collection of Real-time, Giant, Interesting, Situated datasets) project. The MatPlotLib API, for example, provides a `plot()` function to create simple line plots. By mimicking MatPlotLib, students can seamlessly shift to a serious Python programming environment without loss of code.

The CORGIS project makes motivating datasets available to introductory students through simple programming libraries. These datasets are drawn from many disciplines, resulting in material meant to be universally interesting and relevant. Currently, BlockPy supports a number of different CORGIS libraries including weather data, earthquake data, US crime statistics, and a classic book dataset.

**Mutual language translation**

A technical contribution of this project is the mutual language translation between Blockly and Python. Blockly outputs valid Python source code, which can be passed into Skulpt to extract a JSON representation of the AST. This AST is parsed using our own Py2Block library to generate an XML representation that Blockly can render in the block view. Figure 2 demonstrates the users’ experience. When a student tries to convert code with disconnected blocks, the generated Python code will be filled in with triple underscores. These underscores (usually a valid variable name in Python) will trigger a runtime error.

Blockly already supports compilation of its blocks to Python, JavaScript, PHP, and Dart. However, this multiple-language support leads to reduced isomorphism—each language has different syntax for their common operations, and it is impossible to create a fully featured block language with a one-to-one mapping to them all. For example, JavaScript has no support for parallel assignment—a commonly used feature in Python—whereas Python does not have a unary increment operator. Blockly’s syntax and vocabulary are descended from Logo. Instead of trying to satisfy multiple languages, we dropped support for other languages in favor of a more fully featured mapping to Python. This requires minor changes that introduce Python-centric syntax details: function blocks are labeled `define`, assignment blocks have an `=` symbol, and the `add item to list block` is renamed to `append`. Blockly has also been extended with new language features, including dictionary access and creation.

Eventually, the BlockPy interface should offer a complete isomorphic mapping to Python. However, a number of complications need to be resolved first. For instance, Python uses square brackets for both list indexing and dictionary access. There is a strong desire to differentiate between these types of access, visible in the block view as two distinct kinds of blocks (get `i`th element of list versus get key from dict blocks).

However, it is computationally difficult to statically identify the usage of a given pair of brackets; sophisticated program analysis techniques are needed.

**Parson’s problems**

Parson’s problems are a special type of coding exercise where all the necessary code blocks are present, but disconnected and shuffled. These kinds of problems scaffold beginners by providing everything they need to complete the problem, reducing many of the barriers to getting started. BlockPy supports these types of problems with a special Parson’s mode, where top-level blocks are shuffled in the block mode.

**State explorer**

BlockPy provides a state explorer, used to trace programs’ execution over time. The state explorer displays information about variables and allows users to step through the code’s execution, affecting what is currently printed/plotted, imported modules, and the values and types of variables.

**MODEL USE CASES**

Here, we consider some scenarios that describe our vision of typical BlockPy use cases. BlockPy aims to be useful in both formal and informal situations.

**Independent learner**

A learner independently logs into the BlockPy system and selects an introductory problem on calculating...
averages using iteration: “Is the weather in Seattle above 60 degrees Fahrenheit? Print Yes or No.” The novice user is unsure what to do after reading the problem description. If the user decides to cheat by checking the current weather in Seattle and printing the literal value, the system intelligently notices that the user is missing a relevant weather block and explains that he or she needs to combine programmatic decision logic with the appropriate data source. The user then accesses the “Weather” block category and grabs the weather get block, but is unsure of what to do next. When the user runs the program, the system notices that there are not any if statements, and suggests reading a linked chapter in an online textbook. If the user continues to struggle with integrating pieces, the system can provide increasingly detailed hints until he or she succeeds.

Classroom lesson
An instructor is using Canvas, an LTI-capable LMS, to create a series of assignments for the day. As students complete the assignments, their grades are reported to Canvas, so the instructor can monitor students’ progress and help those who are struggling to complete assignments. This information allows instructors to target underperformers with earlier interventions. The more automatic feedback that instructors make available through BlockPy, the less they need to focus on simple problems (“You were checking the temperature for the wrong city”) so they can turn their attention to students who are truly struggling (“What is iteration?”).

One-on-one tutoring
A student is struggling to write the necessary syntax for indexing a nested dictionary (for example, a crime report broken into multiple levels, with the burglary rate for a city nested under a violent crime categorization). The student does not have a clear image of how the layered structure of data can translate into a chain of dictionary accesses. Sitting with the student, an instructor or tutor builds up an expression accessing the data by connecting dictionary access blocks to the data block, showing the generated Python code at each step. The student can visually see how the chunks of code correlate to blocks, which helps them understand that code is not a series of symbols but a structured representation of an algorithm.

PILOT STUDY
BlockPy was piloted in a collegiate-level introductory computational thinking course with 35 students in spring 2015. These students came from a diverse range of majors, including liberal arts (57 percent), architecture (17 percent), and sciences (15 percent). There were 20 female students (57 percent) and 15 male students. The majority of students reported no prior experience in programming, and less than 17 percent reported taking a computer science advanced placement course in high school. Students were evenly distributed across years, with slightly more seniors (29 percent), equal percentages of sophomores and juniors (26 percent), and fewer freshmen (14 percent).

The course content focused on teaching abstraction and algorithms. Although programming was not a primary learning objective, it was an important topic in the course for discussing higher-level objectives. During
preliminary because it used the first version of BlockPy.

**Perceptions of BlockPy**
The first survey question asked whether students wanted more time with each of the programming environments they used in the course: NetLogo, BlockPy, and Spyder. Note that BlockPy was referred to as Blockly and the Spyder environment was referred to as Python. The results suggest that students valued their experiences with BlockPy more than NetLogo, but mostly felt they were not getting enough Python experience. This is backed up by the qualitative data, where some students said “more Blockly, less Python” and others asked for “more Blockly and more Python.”

**BlockPy usage**
Over the six days spent using BlockPy, students were tasked with 40 classwork questions and 19 homework questions. Students ran their code an average of four times per problem (standard deviation 1.8).

Students were asked if they felt successful when transitioning from BlockPy to Spyder. Sixty-five percent of the class agreed or strongly agreed, suggesting that a sizeable population felt uncomfortable during the transition. The original design of the mutual language translation featured the block and text views simultaneously, side by side. However, log analysis revealed that most students did not take advantage of the feature. Only five students (roughly 15 percent) used the conversion functionality at all, and fewer used it consistently. It is possible that students were observing the code as it changed, but they were not writing textual code. It is difficult to say why students did not take advantage of the feature. Our current hypothesis is that students were confused by the interface, which required manual conversion to go from text to blocks. In our new version of BlockPy, the conversion happens automatically—simply by switching tabs—and intentional opportunities are presented for switching. Preliminary data suggests that this new interface greatly improves students’ transition.

Students were also surveyed about what most helped their learning. Peers and instructors were about on par with the automatic feedback given in BlockPy, suggesting the strong value of the system. Despite the popular response to the state explorer, relatively few students took advantage of it (11 students; roughly 31 percent). Because more than 50 percent of the class reported finding value in the data explorer, it is possible that the students benefited from instructor presentations of the tool, even if they did not take advantage of it themselves.

**Data-science context**
Finally, students were surveyed about their perceptions of the value of different course experiences with regard to their long-term career goals and their interest in potential contexts for introductory computing courses. Each of these contexts were briefly described—for example, the media computation context was listed as “working with pictures, sounds, and movies.”

The results suggest that students find data science to be compelling—this should be taken with a grain of salt, however, because most students have negligible experience with alternative contexts. However, our preliminary results suggest that this is an approach worth exploring further.

**FUTURE WORK**
BlockPy is an evolving project. We have a number of features planned to expand...
support for Python and for the guided feedback API for instructors, such as leveraging more static/dynamic inference techniques to improve block rendering and error reporting.

One of the biggest values of a block-based environment is that it can immediately expose the breadth of a rich API, which greatly reduces students’ dependency on documentation. However, this can also be a downside, as students might be overwhelmed by the interface’s features. Thus, an open research question is deciding at what rate to expose language features.

One of the major advantages of game and animation design as an introductory context is that they make abstract concepts concrete. Further analysis is needed to determine the tradeoffs of using different contexts. BlockPy can help determine these tradeoffs by supporting alternative contexts, such as turtle graphics and media computation libraries.

It is difficult to derive conclusive results from our pilot study due to the small population size and the evolving nature of BlockPy. Preliminary results from in-progress studies suggest that recent improvements have overcome a number of limitations to the environment and that user feedback has dramatically improved. We are conducting follow-up studies on the logged students’ code, even as we collect more data on the newest iteration. We are hopeful that BlockPy will increase its user base, providing a larger sample of learners and more meaningful data.

BlockPy is being developed in an on-demand fashion, driven by immediate course needs, but is still limited. For example, the block interface does not support a number of advanced Python features, such as an interface for writing object-oriented classes. This does not mean that students cannot write programs featuring classes or other advanced features, as Python code using these features render in BlockPy as embedded text blocks and execute through Skulpt normally. There is no technical impediment to supporting these features—the process is limited only by time and community interest.
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We believe BlockPy represents a new paradigm for introductory learners, blending interactive support with a
clear path to programming maturity. By teaching in the context of data science, BlockPy provides authenticity even as it helps transition students to a more serious programming environment. Research using BlockPy will help answer crucial questions about the value of data science and blocks. Our hope is that BlockPy’s open nature can encourage learners from diverse fields to engage with computing in a way that will lead to a computing-rich future for a larger population.
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